Teacher Support Videos Available

- Videos range in length from 55 seconds to 4 minutes
- Designed to provide targeted support for Utah Compose features
- Highlighted topics illustrate and clarify essential features
Teacher and Parent/Student Support Resource

Step 1: Locate the “Guides” section at bottom of each page in Utah Compose.

Step 2: Select “Videos” link.

Resources

For Help/Document, Videos, and User Guides, please visit this section to view and download the most recent and relevant information available that is provided to help maximize your user experience when using Utah Compose in your schools.

Useful Links
- External Links
- Release Notes
- Videos

Videos

Utah Compose Student Introduction

Elaboration in Essays

Step 3: Review the Informational video. This is designed to be shown any user.

Recommended for assisting parents and students if they’ve never seen or used Utah Compose at home
Teacher Role: Teacher Modeling Account

Select an Account
Select an account which you want to use.
- Sign in as teacher
- Sign in as student

- When teachers log into their accounts, they will be able log in using a teacher role or a student role.
- The student role can be used for live instruction using Utah Compose and allows teachers to model and use program features with students.
Teacher Role: Teacher Adding Teacher Ability

Teachers can change name of their course(s) here

Teachers can only add Utah Compose registered teachers from their school to protect PII
Teacher Role: Lessons

Click the “Lessons” tab
Select lesson for learning intention
Click “Assign Lessons”
Update: Advanced Options

- Assign and require graphic organizer for students
- Require essay title
- Require students to list sources
- Allows students to highlight drafts in 5 different colors
- Score enabling allows for drafts with no feedback
- Peer review updated including teacher selection of required peer review questions
Teacher Role: Graphic Organizer Assignment

Edit Prompt

Advanced Options

NEW
Teacher and Student Role: Graphic Organizer Assignment

Teacher View

Student View
Teacher Role: Essay Copy & Paste Restrictions

- Teacher has ability to prevent students from copying and pasting text from outside sources into an essay or from within an essay.
- Prevents direct plagiarism by students.
- Must be set per prompt using Advanced Options.
- Can be adjusted between writing sessions by teacher (enable and then disable on later drafts).
- “Disable It” is system default.

- Student role: Split Screen Revision.
  - When students revise an essay, the screens are split side by side.
  - Students no longer have to scroll up and down during revision.
  - Students have the option to turn off spelling and grammar feedback during revision.

- Advanced Options include:
  - Graphic Organizer
  - Timer
  - Essay Drafts
  - Essay Format

- Essay Copy/Paste options include:
  - Enabled
  - Score enabling
    - Rote score until draft number
      - (between 1 and 99)
Teacher Role: Multi-select Print

From “Home” tab, under “Student Writing History,” teacher can multi-select students and print latest essay drafts
When students revise an essay, the screens are split side by side.

Student no longer have to scroll up and down during revision.

Student have the option to turn off spelling and grammar feedback during revision.
Student Role: Split Screen Graphic Organizer with Highlighting